§2. As we learn from the sacral language that describes and prescribes the sacred fire ritual of Iguvium in the Iguvine Tables, which is a text written for the 'Atiedian Brethren' of Iguvium, there is a special person who is authorized to perform this ritual. And there is an essential sacred object that is used to hold the sacred fire in the ritual. The word for this object is ahti, which is a central feature of the religious life of Iguvium. §3. This word ahti can be traced back to an action-noun derived from an Umbrian verb that is cognate with the Latin verb agō, which I translate for the moment as 'act' or 'activate' or 'do'.
In terms of its form, this action-noun is the equivalent of the Latin action-noun actiō 'action', derived from the verb agō. 3 The actual form that we see in Umbrian seems to have an added thematic vowel -o-, so that we may reconstruct ahti as *acti(o)-. 4 In terms of its etymology, then, I view the noun ahti as ritual 'action' or 'activation' or 'doing' par excellence. §4. So much for the etymology of this Umbrian word ahti, which leads us to expect a meaning that matches the meaning of Latin actiō, that is, 'action'. But the meaning of Umbrian ahti, as used in the ritual language of the Iguvine Tables, is concrete rather than abstract. As I said earlier, ahti refers to the container of the fire used in the fire ritual. So the usage of this noun reveals a semantic specialization from abstract to concrete reference. Looking for parallel phenomena, we find comparable examples of semantic specialization in the case of English abstract nouns in -ing. In English, when -ing is added to the stem of a verb and produces an abstract noun, such a noun ordinarily refers to the action inherent in the verb, as in move-> moving or carry-> carrying or bring-> bringing. But there are cases of semantic 3 At this point in the original article published in Classical World (Nagy 2007:152n3) combination of *pūr with agō. 10 The meaning of pūrgō in the sense of 'purge, purify' can be explained in the sense of 'do fire': syntactically, *pūr 'fire' is the inner object of the verb agō here, while its outer object is whatever is 'purged' or 'purified' by the action of 'doing fire'.
Similarly, Latin fūmigō 'fumigate' can be explained as 'do smoke'; syntactically, fūmus 'smoke' is the inner object of the verb agō here, while its outer object is whatever is fumigated by the action of 'doing smoke'. 11 The same root that we see in the Latin noun fūmus 'smoke' is found also in the Greek verb thuō 'sacrifice', which means etymologically 'do smoke'. §9. I posit a semantic connection between the Latin verb pūrgō and the Umbrian noun ahti, so, here in section Db, the Adfertor is being instructed to put on the cringatro-putting it on his right shoulder, as we read in the wording destrame scapla anouihimu 'he shall put it on
[anouihimu] his right shoulder'. In sections Da and Db, then, we find that the status of the man who 'shall have' (hatu) a garment called the cringatro is correlated with the action of this man in 'putting it on' (anouihimu) his right shoulder (scapla). And there is a parallel correlation between the status and the action of the same man as he is further described in the text. In section Fb, we see that Adfertor is actually the official holder of the perca arsmatia, which he officially 'has' (habiest). And, in section Cb, he has just been instructed to 'put it on' (anouihimu). §14. After it is specified in section Db that the Adfertor 'shall put on' (anouihimu) his right shoulder the cringatro, it is further specified in section E that 'he shall place fire' (pir endendu).
And then, as this fire 'is carried' (ferar) to the place of sacrifice in section Fa, it is still further specified in section Fb that the person who 'shall carry' (fertu) this fire must be the Adfertor about what to do with the cringatro, that is, to put it on the right shoulder, and this detail is followed by a related detail concerning the same right shoulder: as we read further in section Fc, the sacrificer must carry on his right shoulder something called an aso. [pir] to that place on a tafla', where tafla is the equivalent of Latin tabula and fertu is the equivalent of Latin fertō, third-person imperative of the verb ferō. In the case of the Roman ritual, the tabula is the surface for the kindling of the fire, while the cribrum is the container for carrying it. By contrast, in the Umbrian ritual recorded at IIb 12, the equivalent of the tabula is used both for the kindling of the fire and for the subsequent carrying of the fire. As for the Umbrian ritual that we are currently considering, as described in the parallel columns A-H and 17 I propose that such a brazier looked like the "fire-basket" (eighth century BCE) published by A. M. Snodgrass (1996:592-593, vol. III, Fig. 177; vol. IV, pl. 290) , who says: "Clearly it was meant to hold some loose material, in pieces that were big enough not to fall through between the struts placed some 3 cm apart. It is suggested that the material was burning charcoal or other combustible materials. … [T]he inferred presence of a substantial wooden shaft would enable this material to be held at more than arm's length." 18 GM 169. See also Weiss 105n22, with further bibliography.
A-H, I suggest that an equivalent of the tabula may have been used for the original kindling of the fire while a separate container is now being used for actually carrying the fire. §26. In the Iguvine Tables, we have seen that the text written in the Latin alphabet studiously avoids the use of the word ahti, written as ahti in the Umbrian alphabet, when referring to the container of the sacred fire (E-F). I argue that this same text resorts to a synonym of ahti, which is the form aso, in section Fc at VIb 50: erihont aso destre onse fertu 'the same [= the Adfertor] shall carry [fertu] the aso on his right shoulder'. §27. In arguing that aso is a synonym of ahti, I take into consideration the syntax of sections Fa through Fc of the newer version. Because there is a specific mention of the right shoulder in section Fc, something else must now also be mentioned. This something had not been directly mentioned by name in section Fa, where we saw the periphrasis pufe pir entelust 'that in which he has placed the fire [pir]'. But this something must now be mentioned again, and this time it is done not by way of periphrasis but rather by way of using an equivalent word referring to the container for the sacred fire. This something in section Fc is the aso. §28. The Umbrian word aso, I argue, is not part of the sacral vocabulary used in the Iguvine Tables, and it is for this reason that it could be written out in the taboo-conscious ritual instructions of VIb 48-53. By contrast, ahti was very much part of the sacral vocabulary, and that is why it is not mentioned at all in section E and is mentioned only indirectly, by periphrasis, in section Fa. §29. As for the etymology of aso, I propose that it is a second-declension noun corresponding to the first-declension noun asa. Just as Umbrian asa 'altar', as we see this word used at IT IIa 38 and elsewhere, can be reconstructed as *assā, so also aso, as we see this word used in Fc at IT VIb 50, can be reconstructed as *asso-. In my previous work, I have argued that
